
PREMIÈRE

The opening of a completely new
theme park outside of Asia has
become very rare. But on the 10th

October 2020, just that happen-
ed: Ticiland opened in the Swiss
city of Stein am Rhein, near the
German border. The owner duo
are the well-known Swiss show-
men Peter Hablützel and Markus
Mack-Even, son of Christel (long -
standing partner of Mack Rides),
and Kurt Mack-Even (longstand -
ing Manager of Mack Rides).

This location was carefully selected despite not
offering a highway exit nearby, because of its

close proximity to a train station, providing quick
and easy connections to major cities such as
Zürich, St. Gallen and Schaffhausen with its
famous   Rhine waterfalls. Located on the shores of
Lake Constance, it is also only 20 minutes by bus
from the city of Singen in Germany.
The idea of building Ticiland was born in 2018,
when Peter Hablützel and Markus Mack-Even,
after   working many years as Park Manager and
ride owner and operator, decided to create some-
thing completely new. Since both were very fond
of Canton Tessin, the Italian speaking region of
Switzerland, they decided to use it as the theme
for their project. This may sound a very strange

choice “but was
decided on in-
stinct” and with-
out seemingly
boring market

analysis: This Swiss region contains cultural cities
such as Lugano, Locarno and Bellinzona and the
lakes, Maggiore and Lugano, and areas such as
Valle Maggia and Valle Verzasca, which offer
spectacular mountain scenery, and a lot of in -
spiration for a theme park. The buildings around
the attractions were designed in particular to repli -
cate part of the famous Piazza Grande in Locarno,
and the rockwork behind and above a part of the
coaster was built taking inspiration from the
above mentioned valleys.
But this world only opens up to the visitors who
enter the hall. And if it was not for the logo and the
large glass walls giving a sneak preview of the
attractions  , Ticiland could easily be mistaken for
an usual industrial building from the outside. On
the inside, the atmosphere is a lot of fun, thanks to
the bright coloured buildings, the background
music and the light effects, but the dark themed
background walls and the black ceiling make it
also look a little dark. Here, on a ground area of
4,500 square meters, children and their families
can enjoy seven rides and a multi-level play -
ground and a play area for the very little ones. A
stage is also available but no presentation has
been put on up until today.
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The new indoor park in
Switzerland offers quality of
stay and attractions – even
in corona times

Children in particular are
happy about the attraction
portfolio
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Four of these rides have been supplied by the Ger-
man manufacturer Zierer. Right in front of the en -
trance there is an impressive 12 meters high
“Wave Swinger”. A very interesting detail about
this attraction is the hand painted sceneries of
famous   locations around Canton Tessin. This
makes   it very unique and interesting, especially
for those who can actually recognize the locations.
Overall the single and double seats can carry up
to 40 guests for an exciting flight, right in the
middle   of the most famous square in Locarno. Also
from Zierer, is the “Kontiki” ride, located next to the
indoor playground. Even this is a standard model
with 24 seats, the wooden theme perfectly match -
ing the forest scenery painted on the back wall.
When the cycle starts, the giant log gently swings
back and forth on a 15-meter-long rail, while spin-
ning around its centre at a controlled speed.
The biggest ride in the park is for sure the bright
red “Force Two” family coaster. This standard
model  , with a height of only 9 meters and a maxi-
mum speed of 39 km/h may not seem too impress -
ive but the well-engineered layout provides great
fun for children as well as adults. As a plus, the
single train, carrying a total of 20 passengers,
always   travels the 222 meters of track twice. This
means that the overall ride time is also quite
accept able for its size. The restraint system, with
individual lap bars, provide a comfortable and
safe experience even for the youngest guests. The
fourth attraction from Zierer is a 12 meters high
family   freefall tower, located within the roller
coaster   footprint. Thanks to its small footprint, the
vertical movement of the ride is controlled by a

single hydraulic cylinder, mounted inside the
tower   shaft itself. This provides a smooth ride ex-
perience, with unexpected airtime moments,
which can surprise even the older and more
demand  ing guests. In addition to that, while going
up and down, the ten-passenger gondola also
rotates  , presenting a panoramic view of the whole
park. Two of the four remaining rides are from the
Italian company Bertazzon. Right in the middle of
the building there is a “Venetian Carousel”. With a
diameter of 11 meters and a height of 8.5 meters,
this model can accommodate up to 48 adult
guests each ride. Just as described previously
about the “Wave Swinger”, the decorations on the
carousel are custom-made to replicate real loca-
tions from Canton Ticino. Uncommon for such a
carousel, it has been lowered into the ground so
that the guests do not climb any steps, and wheel
chairs can roll right onto the ride.
In one of the corners, next to the up-charge games
and the candy store, there is just enough room for
another classic ride, the midi bumper cars from
Bertazzon. The ten unique “Racer” vehicles, with
space for two adults each are electrically driven
by individual direct-current motors fed directly
through a floor pick-up system.
In the opposite corner there it is a bumper boat
attraction   inside a small pool representing one of
the famous lakes in Ticino. The seven round boats,
supplied by the Italian company Sela, accommo-
date up to one child together with an adult each.
The propulsion is provided by a powerful DC
motor   connected to an on-board battery. Overall
the ride is quite popular but, due to the presence

The entrance area seems
quite unspectacular without
outside attractions, but that will
change very soon

Both Park Managers
Markus Mack-Even (l.) and
Peter Hablützel with the park
mascot
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of the coaster lift hill columns right in the middle of
the pool, the manoeuvre space, and therefore the
excitement level, is very limited.
Last but definitely not least, there is a multi-level
indoor playground from Cheer Amusement. De-
spite the apparent small footprint, the number of
slides and passages with all sorts of obstacles
and challenges is quite impressive, thanks to a
very functional use of the internal space. There are
even air powered games and guns to shoot soft
balls on different targets. There is a large self-
service   restaurant with a winter garden, offering
an interesting selection of salads and different
pasta   options as well as traditional amusement
park food choices, for those wanting to take a
break   between rides. In front of the restaurant area
there is also a small stage, which will be used for
shows featuring the two park mascots, or business

presentations during private events. The food
offer   in Ticiland is completed by an ice cream café
stand and a candy shop.
All in all, Ticiland is a small but nice and very up-
to-date indoor theme park, where children can
enjoy   some hours of fun while their parents can go
shopping for example in the city. This means that
the ride line-up is mainly focused towards a
younger   target, but provides also quite a few sur-
prises for adults.
The choice of building the park indoor is perfect
for the winter months, allowing operation under all
weather conditions. For the upcoming summer,
work is already underway to open an additional
outdoor area with more rides and playgrounds.
This will make Ticiland a complete all-year-round
destination, with plenty of fun and excitement for
the whole family.                                                       !

The main attraction is
the family coaster from Zierer
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